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Daniel Mock in conversation with…  

TRITIA LEE 
DM: What do you consider to be the primary goal of your practice? 
 
TL: Extracting and distilling the fragments of my emotions/experiences to their purest form to             
then return them, in an accessible form to the viewer, ultimately resulting in an exploration that                
transports both myself and the viewer back to the past, opening up a way to understand our                 
internal reactions and thought processes. 
 
DM: Do you think to the degree of distillation and/or abstraction performed upon your sources 
renders the where/what/etc. of those sources irrelevant or inaccessible to the viewer? Is this desirable for                
you? It seems like a radical de-prioritization of your ego or biography. Does that seem to be a fair reading                    
of the move you are making? However, your titles seem to hold vague hints at your sources. This                  
contradicts (albeit slight) the aforementioned move away from biography. Why do you reintroduce the              
presumed source in this limited way? 

 
TL: Of course factors like what the specific       
memories / experiences that inspired each work and        
where the rubbings have taken place are important        
aspects. They are relevant, which is why I keep them          
apparent using titles to hint to the viewers as to where           
the location may be. Although I tend to put my          
biography secondary, the fact that the works are about         
spaces and experiences of spaces should not be        
forgotten, so it was essential for me to find a way to            
introduce it. However the reason I do not disclose the          
memory behind each piece—even when asked—is      
because for me, the emphasis is greater on the         
process—the continuous cycle of being triggered by a        
memory, than going to the actual space related to it and           
performing an aggressive act of rubbing to transform        
the intangible into the tangible. It isn’t an exaggeration         
to say that the subject matter of these works is this           
multi-step process, as much as my biography is. 
 
DM: Your fabric rubbing paintings have an inherent       1

ephemeral quality that seems like they would be at odds          
with traditions of permanence and legacy that dominate the         

1  (Image) Untitled (Bowery) , 2015. Charcoal on wool and cotton silk. 65 x 34 inches. 

 



 

history of painting. Do you think of them along these lines, or is the dialogue with painting secondary for                   
you? 
 
TL: The tradition of painting is something that I have been thinking about for a long time. A                 
keen awareness of the medium; its history, meaning, spatial possibilities—and limitations—led to            
a resolution of disrupting the read of these works from being confined to any singular,               
conventional definition of either a painting, a drawing or a sculpture. By crossing over the               
boundaries and restrictions of “painting,” the physicality and the unique dimension of existence             
are able to become the focus. 
 
DM: How do you think this strategy compares to that of minimalism? At face value, your work seems                 
to be running along similar or related lines. However, the way in which you reach direct contact with the                   
viewer seems to be completely opposed to minimalism's methods. Are you arriving at the same place of                 
direct interaction by embracing medium in a way that the minimalists reached by rejecting it? Is there any                  
meaningful distinction to be made between these two methods? 
 
TL: I think a lot of minimalism is actually about direct interaction. For example, one of my                
favorite minimalist works is Donald Judd’s “slant piece” at Dia Beacon . The piece, which at first                2

seems like a simple wooden wall, changes into something completely unexpected as the viewer              
walks toward it. A complex bodily experience is presented through the most minimal gesture. I               
believe my work runs along similar lines as this—a mixture of the minimal and the complex. 

DM: While ‘transparent' and 'imprint' seem to be prominent verbs that recur when talking about your               
work, finding a noun or subject upon which they act is the main thing I find myself searching for. If you                     
had to definitively say what those verbs act upon what would you say that is? 

2  (Image) Donald Judd, Untitled , 1991 



 

 
TL: I would say that as words, ‘transparency’ and ‘impression’ act upon the prominent             
ephemerality of the inevitable cycle of recalling and forgetting within memories. Certain memories             
can be clearly recalled and others cannot but emotions associated with memories remain             
attached or associated. They may at times go unrecognized, but like imprints, they are              
subconsciously embedded deep inside, waiting to be evoked. 
 
DM: Is your goal to create a memory of your work that mimics the cycles of memory itself in attempt to                    
provide a kind of meta-lens through which a viewer might consider their own memories? Or is it more of a                    
thickening of the soup of memory for the viewer in which gestures (graphic or sculptural) trigger latent                 
memories and then your work doubles back and acts upon those? Essentially, is it more desirable for the                  
viewer to look 'through' or 'at' your work? 
 
TL: It is definitely more desirable for the viewer to look through my work. I’m not interested in                 
people looking at my work and inciting guessing games as to what “memory” the piece in front of                  
them is archiving. I hope for viewers to look and be transported to their own past memories, or to                   
be presented with a new moment, which will later become a memory itself that they can attempt to                  
retrieve. 
 
D: How are the gestural uses of thread different or similar to the charcoal rubbings for you in the                  
making of the work? Just like the charcoal marks,         
the seams act as a nod to drawing.  
 
TL: Immaterially, the marks are about the      
joinery that is taken to find the embedded        
memories and in bringing them up to the        
surface. However, materially, they are about the       
search for shapes and configurations that can       
be made through a certain type of medium. Each         
rubbing, each seam, and each draping is       3

carefully made after extensive trials and      
calculations. 
 
DM: The resulting effect appears to me to have a          
certain kind of potent incidental nature. How do you         
work towards something that presents itself as       
simultaneously casual and calculated? How do you       
arrive at one without sacrificing the other? What        
does this process of "trial and calculation" look like? 
 
TL: I have always been interested in the       
interplay of opposites. Within my work there are        
different factors that often perform in pairs but        
are essentially opposites, ultimately creating a      
quiet clash that is exciting for me. Ideas        
surrounding chance and calculation are one      

3  (Image) Untitled (2KN),  2016. Charcoal on wool and cotton silk. 75 x 34 inches. 



 

aspect. While a lot of the charcoal marks are left up to chance since the final image is unknown                   
until the rubbings are done and the fabric is flipped over, calculation of where and how to rub is                   
very much in play. A large portion of the calculation aspect is also linked through the numerous                 
trials I go through during the whole process. Several attempts of rubbings, per site, are made to                 
reach the one I feel compelled by, and several attempts of draping the fabric over stretcher bars                 
are also made until I arrive at a composition I feel is strongest. 
 
DM: Do the materials of the work hold any personal or cultural potency or do you see them more as a                    
vehicle? 

TL: The use of fabric in making art has such a long, steeped tradition and so many meanings                 4

associated with it, which at times make it challenging to work with. At first, I was attracted to this                   
particular type of sheer cotton silk fabric due to its airy lightness and transparency—seeing that it                
connected with the way I felt about how memories and emotions physically function. As I               
continued to make more work, I looked deeper into the cultural and historical context/meaning of               
fabric. By doing so, I realized the importance of draping when handling fabric and was eventually                
able to utilize the act of draping as a gesture of drawing and using the drapes and folds to make a                     
mark. Much of the later work also includes fabrics that I have specific personal attachments to.                
Some of them being actual bed sheets that I had used a long time ago, or pieces of fabric I have                     
kept for a long period of time. 
 
DM: You seem drawn to things that are both extremely universal and personal at once —bed sheets               
being a perfect instance. How do you think objects —or fabrics —and our relationships with them, are               
evolving in a society where planned obsolescence and novelty are increasingly prioritized over             

4  (Image) Attributed to Emperor Huizong, Court Ladies Preparing Newly Woven Silk , early 12th century, China. 



 

sentimentality and discrete minor histories? Do you see your usage of your own personal caché of                
materials as a way of saving them from this cycle of 'fresh' and 'soiled'? 
 
TL: I feel like minor histories—little details and the sentimentality linked to these—are too             
often easily disregarded or forgotten. Pre-internet, people used to cling onto things more. Things              
that were considered important and of value (here, not in monetary sense but meaning and               
intimacy) were kept and even passed down to the next generation, resulting in a tradition. But                
now, as unfortunate it is to admit, we often dispose of the old and the soiled, to replace it with the                     
new. I realize memories formed through experiences work the same way in a much easier manner                
since these are intangible. The old memories are often replaced by the ones created through new                
experiences, and I started wondering if there is any way to make the intangible into the tangible so                  
that they could be held on to. 
 
DM: Where do you see this body of work going in the future? 
 
TL: I believe there is still a lot to experiment left to do with this particular body of work. There                   
are many possible ways to handle the fabric such as dying it or being more aggressive with it.                  
Also, the numerous ways available of presenting/installing this type of work is a factor that I am                 
constantly exploring. 
 
DM: Those sound like compelling possibilities! I wonder though if there will be a natural deviation from                
the concepts of memory and ephemerality that you have been addressing by utilizing more aggressive               
gestures. Do you hope to try and continue to aim towards those concepts, or do you foresee the content                   
of the work evolving with your interaction with the material? 
 
TL: The concepts of memory and ephemerality will always be the root of these works, but I do                 
see lots of possibility for a new type of work with different concepts to be born through my                  
experimentation with different interactions with fabric. ◆ 


